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Activities Do something. Call, e-mail, text, or visit a friend; watch a favorite 
movie or TV show; play your instrument or sing; play videogames; 
draw, cook, or bake; write in a journal; clean your room; go for a 
walk or exercise; read a book; listen to your iPod, go online and 
download music, apps; play a game with yourself or others.

Contributing Contribute to (do something nice for) someone. Help a friend 
or sibling with homework; make something nice for someone 
else; donate things you don’t need; surprise someone with a hug, 
a note, or a favor; volunteer.

Comparisons Compare yourself to those less fortunate. Compare how you are 
feeling now to a time when you were doing worse. Think about 
others who are coping the same or less well than you.

Emotions Create different emotions. Watch a funny TV show or emotional 
movie; listen to soothing or upbeat music; get active when you 
are sad; go to a store and read funny greeting cards or joke 
books.

Pushing away Push the painful situation out of your mind temporarily. Leave 
the situation mentally by moving your attention and thoughts 
away; build an imaginary wall between you and the situation. Put 
the pain in a box and on a shelf for a while.

Thoughts Replace your thoughts. Read; do word or number puzzles; count 
numbers, colors in a poster, tiles on a wall, anything; repeat the 
words to a song in your mind.

Sensations Intensify other sensations. Hold or chew ice; listen to loud 
music; take a warm or cold shower; squeeze a stress ball; do sit-
ups and push-ups; pet your dog or cat.
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Crisis Survival Skills:  
Distract with “Wise Mind ACCEPTS”
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       Due Date     

Write down at least two specific Distract skills to practice during the week when you feel 
upset (e.g., activity—play the guitar; contributing—bake cookies for my neighbor):

Distract with other thoughts

Distract with “ACCEPTS”

Activities  

Contributing  

Comparisons  

Emotions  

Pushing away  

Thoughts  

Sensations  
(continued)
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Practice Exercise:  
Distract with “Wise Mind ACCEPTS”
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Briefly describe the stressful situations you were in and the specific skills you used:   

 

 

 

 

 

Did using the skills help you to (1) cope with uncomfortable feelings and urges and/or (2) 
avoid conflict of any kind?

Circle Yes or No.

(Note: If the skill helped you to not do anything to make the situation worse, it worked!)

If YES, please describe how it helped:  

 

 

 

If NO, please describe why you believe it did not help:  

 

 

 

If you did not practice this skill, please explain why:  
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